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The House and Senate extended the Governor's emergency order powers until April 30 

today during a pair of unorthodox sessions in which the typically collegial body of 

legislators took great pains to stay away from one another as a precaution from 

spreading the COVID-19 virus. 

 

Senate Majority Leader Mike SHIRKEY's SCR 24 passed despite an attempt by Senate 

Minority Leader Jim ANANICH (D-Flint) to extend the 23-day extension to the 70 days 

that Gov. Gretchen WHITMER recommended. 

 

“The coronavirus waits for no one, and that’s why Gov. Whitmer must be equipped 

with the full authority to respond to this pandemic quickly," Ananich said. "We tried to 

extend the state of emergency for the full 70 days as requested, but at the end of the day 

this shortened timeframe is what was in front of us for a vote." 

 

In the Senate no one could be heard voting no on SCR 24. In the House, the 

resolution<https://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2019-

2020/concurrentresolutionadopted/Senate/htm/2020-SACRS-0024.htm> was 

effectively gaveled in as nobody could be audibly heard saying "yah" or "nay." 

 

Republicans said April 30 is the deadline for the federal government's social distancing 

requirement so it made the most sense to extend Whitmer's power to that date. But 

Democrats argue that the pandemic will still be going on at that point and it doesn't 

make sense to needlessly come back to the Capitol. 

 

House Minority Leader Christine GREIG filed a no vote for the record, saying SCR 24 

was "legally dubious and grossly insufficient to address the public health crisis." House 

Democrats introduced HCR 19, which would have extended the emergency declaration 

by 70 days, but that was sent to committee, as was HR 245, which would create a way 

for the Legislature to conduct future business remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Today's action comes amid questions as to whether the Legislature has the authority to 

do what it did. A 1976 law gives governors the power to issue executive orders that 

temporarily suspend state laws during declared emergencies, which Whitmer declared 

March 10. The Governor's "Stay Home, Stay Safe" order, her order banning public 

gatherings and others all stem from Executive Order 2020-4, but none were directly 
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impacted by today's vote. 

 

Under the 1976 state law, these powers expire after 28 days unless the Legislature 

extends them. However, the Governor rescinded E.O. 2020-4 on April 1 with E.O. 2020-

33 and retroactively based prior E.O.s under the authority of this new E.O (See "Shirkey, 

Chatfield Not Crazy About Extending Gov's Emergency Power 70 Days," 4/1/20). 

 

Republican legislative leaders question her ability to do this. They believe that since the 

orders overlap, HCR 24 extends them both until April 30. In order to preserve their 

standing if there's a constitutional showdown down the road -- like when this 23-day 

extension expires April 30 -- the Legislature came in today to vote despite the 

coronavirus concerns. 

 

The Constitution doesn't allow the Legislature to meet remotely so they came into 

session today. 

 

"Heathcare professionals, first responders and grocery store workers are putting their 

own safety at risk every day to serve the people of Michigan during this crisis," wrote 

Sen. Curtis HERTEL Jr. on Facebook. "Doing my constitutional duty as your state 

Senator is a small act in comparison, but we must do so in the most responsible way 

possible." 

 

Rep. Phil GREEN (R-Millington) said he didn't consider today's trip "a waste." 

 

"It's my constitutional duty," Green said. "The Constitution says the Legislature is 

responsible for the health of the state and I don't take that responsibility lightly." 

 

He said he was "very impressed" by the safety precautions the Speaker put in place for 

members and, "When the Speaker calls me back, I'm ready." 

 

The resolution followed an historic social distancing process that made the process so 

unusual. 

 

Anyone entering the Capitol was asked a series of questions about their exposure to the 

coronavirus and if they had suffered any symptoms associated with COVID-19. After 

that, a white-coated medical tech took the person's temperature to make sure it was not 

over 100.4 degrees. 

 

Numerous members of the Michigan State Police kept an eye on the few media and 

members of the public who came inside. Reporters for MIRS, Detroit News, Detroit Free 



Press, MLive, Sinclair Broadcasting, WDIV-4 Detroit, WILX-10 Lansing and WLNS-6 

Lansing were seated in the gallery with a couple House staffers so session staff could 

spread out in the desks typically assigned to the press. 

 

In the Senate, 24 casually dressed members joined Lt. Gov. Garlin GILCHRIST, who 

wore an "Everybody v. COVID-19 shirt" for a brief session. Prior to the 14-minute 

session, mask-wearing Senators strolled onto the floor at staggered times and took their 

spots standing in front of desks. Staff made sure everyone was at least six feet apart, per 

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines. 

 

Roll call was taken verbally so no Senators needed to touch a button to check in. Shirkey 

kicked off his innovation with a rendition of, "It Is Well With My Soul." 

 

All of the members stood at various spots of the chamber within six feet of one another. 

After the voice vote on the resolution, Senate Majority Floor Leader Pete MacGREGOR 

(R-Rockford) announced the Senate would reconvene on April 16 and that was it. 

 

In the end, 24 Senators attended session and were on the floor when the voice vote on 

the resolution. 

 

They were Shirkey, MacGregor, Ananich, Sens. Tom BARRETT (R-Potterville), John 

BIZON (R-Battle Creek), Jon BUMSTEAD (R-Newaygo), Stephanie CHANG (D-

Detroit), Sen. Kevin DALEY (R-Lum), Erica GEISS (D-Taylor), Curtis HERTEL Jr. (D-

East Lansing), Ken HORN (R-Frankenmuth), Jeff IRWIN(D-Ann Arbor), Kim LaSATA 

(R-Bainbridge Twp.), Dan LAUWERS (R-Brockway), Jeremy MOSS (D-Southfield), Aric 

NESBITT (R-Lawton), Rick OUTMAN (R-Six Lakes), Dayna POLEHANKI (R-Livonia), 

Sylvia SANTANA (D-Detroit), Wayne SCHMIDT (R-Traverse City), Jim STAMAS (R-

Midland), Lana THEIS (R-Brighton), Curtis VANDERWALL (R-Ludington) and Roger 

VICTORY(R-Hudsonville). 

 

In the House, the social distancing process was much more extreme, considering the 

death of the late Rep. Isaac ROBINSON to COVID-19 nine days prior. House members 

trickled in at staggered times and then left the chamber, leaving the actual voting of the 

resolution to four members of the House leadership team. In the end, 78 members 

showed up to formally check in. 

 

Only House Minority Leader Christine GREIG (D-Farmington Hills), House Majority 

Floor Leader Triston COLE (R-Mancelona), House Minority Floor Leader Yousef 

RABHI (D-Ann Arbor) and Speaker Pro Tem Jason WENTWORTHactually voiced a 

vote on the HCR 24. House Speaker Lee CHATFIELD (R-Levering) was at the rostrum. 



 

Outside, a smattering of libertarian-minded protestors carrying Gadsden "Don't Tred 

On Me" flags and signs reading, "Protect Public Health and Constitutional Rights" and 

"Our Constitutional Rights Are Essential" shuffled around the front of the Capitol. 

 

House members who checked in today's session were: Reps. Lynn AFENDOULIS, Tom 

ALBERT, Julie ALEXANDER, Sarah ANTHONY, Joe BELLINO, Ryan BERMAN, Ann 

BOLLIN, Tommy BRANN, Julie CALLEY, Darrin CAMILLERI, Speaker Lee Chatfield, 

John D. CHERRY, John CHIRKUN, House Majority Floor Leader Triston Cole, Kevin 

COLEMAN, Gary EISEN, Diana FARRINGTON, Graham FILLER, Ben FREDERICK, 

Alex GARZA, Annette GLENN, Phil GREEN, House Minority Leader Christine Greig, 

Beth GRIFFIN, Vanessa GUERRA, Jim HAADSMA, Matt HALL, Abdullah 

HAMMOUD, Roger HAUCK, Shane HERNANDEZ, Jon HOADLEY, Michele 

HOITENGA, Pamela HORNBERGER, Gary HOWELL, Mark HUIZENGA, Brandt 

IDEN, Steve JOHNSON, Bronna KAHLE, Sheryl KENNEDY, Matt KOLESZAR, Padma 

KUPPA, Beau LaFAVE, Donna LASINSKI, Sarah LIGHTNER, Jim LILLY, Leslie LOVE, 

Jim LOWER Matt MADDOCK, Mari MANOOGIAN, Steve MARINO, Luke 

MEERMAN, Aaron MILLER, Cynthia NEELEY, Jack O'MALLEY, Brad PAQUETTE, 

Ronnie PETERSON, Laurie POHUTSKY, Yousef Rahbi, John REILLY, Daire RENDON, 

Terry SABO, Andrea SCHROEDER, Nate SHANNON, Jason SHEPPARD, Bradly 

SLAGH, Tim SNELLER, William SOWERBY, Joe TATE, Scott VanSINGEL, Greg 

VanWOERKOM, Hank VAUPEL, Rodney WAKEMAN, Rebekah WARREN, Mike 

WEBBER, Pauline WENDZEL, Jason WENTWORTH, Angela WITWER and Jeff 

YAROCH. 

 


